Laser-assisted human embryo biopsy on the third day of development for preimplantation genetic diagnosis: two successful case reports.
To perform preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) with 1.48-microm infrared diode laser assistance during embryo biopsy for two patients undergoing IVF. Case reports. Private ART laboratory. Two couples undergoing IVF for infertility therapy, both of whom had previously delivered offspring afflicted with spinal muscular atrophy (type 1) after IVF therapy, and who underwent subsequent cycles of IVF coupled with PGD to screen for this disorder. Two individual IVF cases involving intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI), embryo biopsy with laser assistance, and PGD. The ease and apparent safety of human embryo biopsy using a 1.48-microm infrared laser for partial zona pellucida (ZP) dissection to assist with embryo blastomere biopsy was evaluated. Both couples were deemed to have some unafflicted embryos for transfer on the fifth day of development after blastomere biopsy in conjunction with PGD. Patient A had a singleton pregnancy and delivered a healthy normal singleton male. Patient B had a twin pregnancy; however, one twin was spontaneously lost at 10 weeks but she ultimately delivered a healthy normal singleton male. These successful outcomes help to demonstrate the efficacy and safety of laser-assisted embryo biopsy to facilitate PGD screening.